STOP!

What do we charge you?
There is NO CHARGE for our Visit,
Inspection and Consulting. If needed,
lab samples are delivered NEXT DAY! We
can deal with property owners delicately.
We have 10 years of experience with
owners and builders in this area.

Property Assessment
SafeHouse will deliver a Conﬁdential
Assessment to determine quickly if the
discoloration is non-biological and the
construction process can continue safely
OR out of an Abundance of Caution,
remove it immediately.

(216) 246-3157

As your Environmental Consultant,
SafeHouse will prevent additional or
wide-spread contamination, reduce your
risk from exposure, provide the utmost
conﬁdentiality, and promote your
environmental reponsibility.

SafeHouse will discuss options to clean it
up quickly, isolate the area so you can
continue work safely, and prevent
additional or cross-contamination to
other unafffected areas.

Text (216) 246-3156
We Guarantee a Same Day
Response in the Area
We Deliver Lab Results Next
Business Day
Licensed Indoor
Environmental Consultants

30628 Detroit Road, Ste. #239
Westlake, OH 44145

If Contamination Exists

Builders - Call Today for
a CONFIDENTIAL
MAssessment
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Common Questions We'll Answer
for You about Water Damage or
Mold
Is this discoloration or odor biological?
What is the source of this contamination?
If we have it tested, are we required to
disclose the results?
If we keep working, will we contaminate or crosscontaminate other unaffected areas at our
customer’s home or building?
Should we remove it ourselves or call a
professional and why?
How quickly can SafeHouse clean it up?
Should we be wearing masks?
Can SafeHouse isolate/contain or remove the
source so it WILL NOT GROW BACK?
SafeHouse will answer ALL these questions quickly
and conﬁdentially, so you can continue
qorking safely without risk from exposure or
cross-contaminating other unaffected areas.

o Technology, experience, credentials and
the appropriate insurance to
protect your company.

Isolate area, install air ﬁltration and engineering
control so you can ﬁnish the project safely,
without
cross-contamination
to
other
unaffected areas.
SafeHouse will determine this discoloration is
NOT biological so you can keep working.
The creation of a safe, non-toxic, step-by-step
treatment plan SafeHouse can implement
quickly, in order to get you back to work.

o A 4-hour emergency response for your
project managers and ﬁeld supervisors.
o The newest technology available for onthe-spot assessment and diagnosis to
determine if contamination exists.
o The appropriate ﬁeld equipment,
HEPA air ﬁltration, and quick barriers
to isolate or contain areas expected
to have biological growth.
o Infrared, borescope, protimeter and
other technologies to identify moisture
and points of moisture intrusion where
growth is suspected or has potential to
grow.
o 24-hour turn around for lab sample
analysis. Identify air or surface
contamination levels or genus.
o Accredited third party documentation
and E-veriﬁcation.
o We can deal with your customer, if
necessary, SafeHouse has worked with
builders and their customers for years.

www.asksafehouse.com
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What we do:

o A fully-trained and licensed mold
remediation workforce to handle large or
small remediation projects quickly and
professionally without delay.

Preferred Contractor
Program

We’ll determine the cause,
remove the problem, protect
your employees and give you
and your customer peace of
mind.

www.AskSafeHouse.com
For details, contact

(216) 246-3157

